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Canal and Shuzhu granite bridge, Honam island, Guangzhou, 1863, n°1
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Mysterious Marshall Milton Miller

“Miller is becoming increasingly recognised as one of the key figures in early
Chinese photography, even though almost nothing is known about him or his
career. Although little of his landscape work has yet been identified. the genre
portraits he took are celebrated for their often jarring intensity and also for
the apparent empathy he felt for his Chinese sitters ...”
(Encyclopedia of 19th Century Photography)

(Wu Hung, Zooming In: Histories of Photography in China)

The e-bulletins present articles as well as selections of books, albums, photographs
and documents as they have been handed down to the actual owners
by their creators and by amateurs from past generations.

The albumen prints are part of an album, mixed with some Lai Afong’s photographs

N°25-2018. MYSTERIOUS MARSHALL MILTON MILLER

A Wedding Procession in Canton, c. 1861 (detail of n°6)

Milton M. Miller as a retired
photographer, USA, 1870

“Thanks to Terry Bennett’s archival research, we now know that Milton
Miller, also known as Marshall M. Miller, was born in Dummerston,
Vermont, in 1830. After he died in 1899, an obituary in the Vermont
Phoenix provided information about his life before and after his commercial
adventure in China from 1860 to 1863. ”
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Chinese History Begins:
A Succession of Eleven HK Photographers Opening and Closing Studios

“In Hong Kong, in the 1860’s, a succession of photographers opened and closed studios, often buying and selling their
predecessors' stock and negatives.

The succession of transmissions began with the negatives of Weed & Howard, who established their studio in 1860.
Their stock passed and was added to by their former assistant Milton Miller. The negatives of all three photographers
were acquired by S. W. Halsey when Miller sold his business and stock to him in 1863-1864. Halsey in turn passed
them on to José Silveira, whose business was bought by William Floyd in 1867. Floyd was certainly not averse to
printing from other studios’ negatives, as the China Mail remarked in 1868: ‘Two or three of those now published, are
we observe by another photographic artist from whom Mr. Floyd has obtained the negatives’.

It is, therefore, possible that Floyd took possession of the negatives as well as Silveira’s business in 1867. However, it
is equally likely that they were sold off at auction and dispersed amongst more than one studio at this point and Floyd
simply acquired (or retained) a selection rather than the entire stock (from an inspection of a reasonable number of
albums, the author believes that Floyd did not generally include the work of others in his portfolio).

What became of Floyd’s negatives after his departure from Hong Kong in 1874 remains uncertain, but it is clear that
the stock as a coherent collection had fragmented by this time and while there may have been additions to the pool of
negatives in circulation they did not remain in single ownership (for example, John Thomson, Floyd’s principal competitor
since 1868, left Hong Kong in 1872 with his negatives, apart, possibly, from a number, no longer required, that he
disposed of locally). After 1867, the market was sufficiently developed to accommodate more than one studio and the
negatives of earlier studios were lost, discarded or merged among the portfolios of several studios.”
(Cf. Terry Bennett "History of Photography in China: Western Photographers 1861–1879", 2010).
Charles Leander Weed ( 1824-1903)

19 January 1860, Weed arrives with Howard in Hong Kong, opens Weed and Howard studio
September 1861, Weed and Howard return to America, leaving the photographic business to two
operators, Charles Parker and Milton Miller. Parker left in May 1863 for Japan.
Milton Miller (1830-1899)

19 July 1860, Miller arrives in Hong Kong from San Francisco as operator of Weed and Howard
January 1861, take over Weed & Howard studio and negatives
August 1861, opens Guangzhou Studio, North Parade Ground in the Old City for one month. Victim
of a burglary a box of negatives (cf. Friend of China and Hongkong Gazette, 21 September 1861).

Weed and Miller had set very high standards and any photographer wishing to survive in the colony would have to
show real commitment and talent. The first studio to open in Hong Kong after Miller’s departure seems to have been
that of his former associate, S. W. Halsey.
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S.W. Hasley

.

1863, arrives in Hong Kong, operator for Milton Miller
December 1863, purchases Miller’s negatives and firm, moves into the house No. 68, Queen’s Road,
5 January 1864, advertises in The Hong Kong Daily Press
14 April 1864, advertises in The Hong Kong Daily Press
3 september 1864, advertises in The Hong Kong Daily Press, returning to former Reed studio, next door
Mid 1865, sells business to J. J. Silveira
José Joaquim Alves Silveira (1840–1874)

1864, arrives in Hong Kong, joined S. W. Halsey’s photographic studio
1865, purchases Halsey’s business (Hongkong Daily Press 18 July 1865)
1866, employs William Floyd and Lai Afong
Early 1867, Silveira sold out to William Floyd, remaining working for him until 1874
Lai Afong (1840-1900)
1859, founding member of the Sheyingshe (Hong Kong Photographic Society)
1866, works for Silveira and Co)
1868, opens studio 54 Queen’s Road and establish reputation
18 October 1871 advertises in The China mail, mentioning arrival of Emil Rusfeldt, operating portraits
29 April 1878, advertises in The China mail, moves to Queen’s Road Central
29 April 1878, leaves premises to Henry Schüren

“It should be noted that Lai Afong, arguably the best Chinese photographer of the nineteenth century, at one time worked
for Silveira. We know this because some of his early cartes de visite have printed on the reverse: ‘Afong, Photographer,
Late of Silveira & Co. No. 54, Queen’s Road, Hongkong.

Thomson himself was impressed: — There is one China-man in Hong Kong, of the name Afong, who has exquisite
taste, and produces work that would enable him to make a living even in London.

Afong assiduously and successfully cultivated contacts amongst the foreigners in I long Kong. As a result, many of his
photographs were brought back to the West; they survive today and stand testimony to an extraordinary talent in both
landscape and portraiture.

He was active from ca. 1859-ca. 1900, and proprietor of the longest-lived studio in the Colony.”

(Cf. Terry Bennett "History of Photography in China: Western Photographers 1861–1879", 2010)
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William Pryor Floyd (1834-aft. 1900)

.

1865, operate in Shangai (for Shannon and Co)
1865, opens a studio in Macau which burnt down 20 January 1866
Summer 1866, opens a new studio in Praya Grande, South
25 August 1866, advertises in The Hong Kong Daily Press
December 1866, moves to Hong Kong and operates for Silveira and Co)
March 1867, purchases Silveira’s business, Silvaira remains as operator
25 March 1867 advertises in The China Mail, relocation 8 April No. 62 Queen’s Road Central, four
doors west of late Messrs. Silveira and Co.
11 December 1871, advertises closing of portrait studio, The China Mail
12 February 1872, advertises closing of portrait studio, The China Mail
29 April 1872, , advertises closing of portrait studio, The China Mail
27 June 1872, auction of the portrait studio
14 November 1872, opening of a new photographic gallery, Wyndham Street
30 November 1872, advertises he left the house to Emil Rusfeldt but keep activity
September 1874, after the typhoon, leaves Hong Kong for Manila, 49 (Calle) Sto. Cristo
Emil Riisfeldt (Danish, 1846–1893)

1871, travels in Singapore and Japan
October 1871, arrives in Hong Kong operates with Afong, 54 Queen’s road
19 April 1872, advertises opening of photographic rooms, The China Mail, Corner of Wellington &
d’Aguilar Streets
2 July 1872 advertises relocation in Floyd’s premises, China mail
Late 1873, business passes to the Hongkong Photographic Company, operating M. Henry Everitt
December 1873, heads for Australia and opens a studio in Melbourne, 122 Bourke St. East
John Thomson (1837-1921)

February 1868, arrives in Hong Kong and opens a photographic studio
1870-72, travels to Peking
1872, Thomson left China, with most of his negatives
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Chinese History Begins:
Inventing a “Chinese” Photographic Portrait Style (Wu Hung)

“Not much can be said about Milton M. Miller’s (1830-1899) professional life.

Piecing together scattered records, we know that before starting his brief but productive career in China, he worked
from 1856 to 1860 as a cameraman in Robert H. Vance’s San Francisco gallery. In 1859, Vance (1825-1876)
formed a partnership with Charles Leander Weed (1824-1903), an adventurous photographer and entrepreneur
who later opened galleries from Nevada and California to the Far East.

When Weed moved to Hong Kong in 1859, Miller followed, serving as the ‘operating artist’ in the newly established
Weed and Howard Photographic Gallery in both Hong Kong and Guangzhou (Canton).

In 1861, Weed left for Shanghai and Japan to look for new venues; Miller took over the gallery’s ownership and
established the firm of Miller & Co., Photographers.

It is unclear how long he maintained the Guangzhou operation but probably only one month: in August 1861,
Miller announced that the branch would be open for business for only a month. During this period, he also suffered
a burglary; the missing properties included 'the whole of the articles’ in the gallery and a box of negatives.

It is likely that before and after that Guangzhou studio month, Miller operated mainly in Hong Kong, from where
he travelled to Macao, Guangdong and other locations on commission.

Miller terminated his Chinese venture in 1863 and returned to his hometown in Vermont, selling his business and
negatives in Hong Kong to his former operator S. W. Halsey. It seems that, once resettled in America, he reinvented
himself as a real-estate investor and largely abandoned the career of a photographer; the 1870 u.s. census identifies
him as a 40 years old ‘retired photographer...

Miller is best known for his portraits of Chinese officials, businessmen and women. To many collectors and
researchers, these are prized artistic images that not only demonstrate the photographer’s technical sophistication
but also reveal the sitter’s inner character - a combination rarely seen in the early photography of China. Miller’s
images have been praised as ‘the most significant body of nineteenth-century Chinese official portraits.”

A Mandarin and wife, c. 1861 (n°2)
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But who are those persons? Are they really a Mandarin or the wife of a Tartar General, as
versions of the pictures’ English captions say? Who is this Mandarin? Why did those women
come to Miller’s studio to have a formal portrait taken? These questions had never been asked
because people had willingly trusted the images to be genuine portraits, mainly based on their
heightened naturalistic effect.

But during a workshop on photographs of China in 2006, thees images were scrutinized along
with some other Miller pictures. Titled ‘Photography of China: 77 and Yong, Essence and Innovation’,
this workshop took place at the Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, 11-12 December 2006.

“One problem concerns the ladys’s clothes, which are worn by different women in Miller pictures... Taking this
initial discovery as a clue, I have tried to trace the links between Miller’s Chinese portraits by comparing their
subjects, costumes, settings and props. Many more connections can be established: some young woman is shown
both individually and with her husband; the husband is also photographed with his mother and younger brother;
the mother, who turns out to be none other than the ‘wife of the Tartar general’, appears with other women in yet
another picture. This detective work has finally singled out eleven photographs as belonging to a tight, ‘featuresharing’ cluster: the same people appear and reappear in these pictures in different costumes and changing groups,
and the portraits were all shot in the same place and with an identical photographic style.

Their iconographical consistency and stylistic coherence suggests a loosely defined ‘project’: it is possible that Miller
created these images during his short stay in Guangzhou during one month in September 1861.

Three Amoy Girls, c. 1861 (detail of n°4)
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Diamond patterns, Guangzhou studio, 1861 (n°2)
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These eleven pictures were all shot in the same space, as indicated by the identical diamond patterns on the carpet
and the same plain backdrop. They also employ identical props, including two side tables, a set of covered teacups
and two sets of chairs... This space is clearly Miller’s studio in Guangzhou.

Because the sitters’ names are never given, even in the make-believe captions, I suspect that the perception of these
images as genuine visages of middle-and upper-class individuals is largely based on these features and the
photographs’ realistic style, which places a heavy emphasis on the sitter’s physiognomy and character. Indeed,
portraits by Miller, whether real or fictional, convey a strong sense of naturalism rarely seen at the time in China,
and for this reason he has been compared to Mathew Brady and Marcus Aurelius Root. Like these two representative
nineteenth-century portrait photographers, Miller consistently created images that were at once precise and dramatic.
He used carefully controlled lighting to delineate figures’ facial features and to mould their clothed bodies. He also
took pains to capture hints of facial expression. Situated in a relatively empty environment, these figures surface
from the plain, slightly blurry background, initiating a visual dialogue with the spectator.

This naturalistic style places Miller among mainstream American portrait photographers of the 1850s and 1860s.
As historians of photography have shown, during this period, an ideal photographic portrait was conceptualized
in America as a lifelike image emanating from the sitters inner character; a representation of this kind must,
therefore, treat ‘the exterior surface of persons as signs or expressions of inner truths, of interior reality’...

Significantly, around this time, the Chinese ‘peculiarities’ in portrait-taking also became a recurrent topic of ridicule
in Western accounts: a local sitter always demands a full frontal view with both ears showing, always looks
straight into the camera lens in a confrontational manner, always sits squarely next to a side table with artificial
flowers on it, always hates shadows on his face, always wears his best clothes and holds a favourite object such as
a fan or a snuff bottle, and always displays his long-nailed fingers distinctly.
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At least six factors further suggest that in making these images, Miller may have intentionally imitated ancestor
portraits, a contemporary visual tradition in nineteenth-century China.

First, like ancestor portraits, these images show full-bodied figures dressed in official garb.

Second, several details of these portraits, such as a hand lightly holding a long necklace, the symmetrical placement
of the two feet and the use of a broad footstool, are found in ancestor portraits.

Third, in their portraits the male figures fill almost the entire picture frame. This composition is rarely seen in
portrait photographs but is a distinct feature of many ancestor portraits.

Fourth, around the same time or slightly later, fake ancestor portraits were made for commercial purposes and
exported to foreign countries.

Fifth, surviving works by earlier Chinese photographers such as Lai Chong (fl. 1853) closely follow prevailing
Western styles and betray no influence of Chinese ancestor portraits.

Finally, a comparison between these four images with other portraits by Miller reveals a deliberate effort to create
a typical Chinese portrait style.

Miller did not invent this style of portraiture; rather, he reinvented a local visual tradition to create quintessential
Chinese images for a global audience...”

(Wu Hung, Inventing a “Chinese” Portrait Style in Early Photography, Brush and Shutter: Early Photography in China, ed. J. W. Cody and F.
Terpak (Los Angeles, 2011). Pr Wu Hung’s Berkeley 2013 lecture is online : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7Uk2VC9fbs

Female Musicians, Guangzhou studio, 1861 (n°3)

By employing hired models, Miller could construct such images with ease: he could order them to put on different
costumes and ornaments, to move this or that way and to form different groups. For the same Western clientele,
however, he also hoped to demonstrate his artistic sensibility by representing the sitters’ character, a sensibility that
would separate him from an old-fashioned illustrator of Oriental people and costumes. The combined outcome of
these desires conforms to neither Chinese nor Western aesthetics in their own terms but mingles local visual norms,
Western expectations and the photographer’s personal ambitions in a hybrid form...

Weekly Drawing by éophile Bouchet: “M. Miller Protophotographer”
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Possibly Milton Miller (1830-1899). Canal and Granite Bridge, Guangzhou (Canton)

Haizhu District originally consisted of Henan or Honam Island ("South of the River"), across the Pearl River from
the old city of Guangzhou (then known as "Canton").[1] Its main community was also known by the same name and
surrounded the Hoi Tong Monastery. From 1856 to 1859, trading companies associated with foreign traders under
the Canton System temporarily relocated to the district after the Thirteen Factories site was destroyed in a fire.

A similar print at Getty : (Samuel Wagstaff album). Attributed sometimes to Emil Riisfeldt who could have printed
an early glass negative.
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Milton Miller (1830-1899), A Mandarin and his Wife, Guangzhou studio, August 1861

A similar print at Getty : (The Samuel Wagstaff album)
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Milton Miller (1830-1899), Foochow Female Musicians, Guangzhou studio, c. 1861

A similar print at Getty : (The Samuel Wagstaff album)
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Milton Miller (1830-1899), A Group of Amoy Girls, Guangzhou studio, c. 1861

Xiamen, formerly romanized as Amoy, is a sub-provincial city in southeastern Fujian province, People's Republic of
China, beside the Taiwan Strait. Amoy dialect is the main dialect spoken in the Xiamen and its surrounding regions
of Tong'an and Xiang'an. This dialect developed in the late Ming dynasty when Xiamen was increasingly taking over
Quanzhou's position as the main port of trade in southeastern China. Quanzhou traders began travelling southwards
to Xiamen to carry on their businesses while Zhangzhou peasants began traveling northwards to Xiamen in search of
job opportunities. A need for a common language arose. The Quanzhou and Zhangzhou varieties are similar in many
ways (as can be seen from the common place of Henan Luoyang where they originated), but due to differences in accents,
communication can be a problem. Quanzhou businessmen considered their speech to be the prestige accent and considered
Zhangzhou's to be a village dialect. Over the centuries, dialect leveling occurred and the two speeches mixed to produce
the Amoy dialect.
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Possibly Milton Miller (1830-1899), A Canton Chair, Guangzhou (Canton), c. 1861

A similar print at Getty : (The Samuel Wagstaff album, unknown-maker)
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Possibly Milton Miller (1830-1899), A Wedding Procession in Canton, c. 1861

On the wedding day, the groom’s house was filled with fine traditional tunes played on a Chinese harp called gu zheng.

The bride arrived at the bridegroom’s house in a qiao, a traditional Chinese bridal carriage used in ancient times carried
by eight people. They were accompanied for a short distance to the groom’s house by a wedding procession comprising
a traditional Chinese band.

On arrival at the groom’s house, firecrackers exploded and the groom lightly kicked the carriage door followed by the
bride getting off the carriage and walking to the house under a red umbrella.
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Possibly Milton Miller (1830-1899), Chinese Garden in Canton, c. 1861

The typographical caption is consistent with the captions of the photographs credited to Milton
Miller and present in the same album, when the other albumen prints from galss negatives known
as Afong’s have a different lettering.
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Possibly Milton Miller, Chinese Recreation House, Whampoa (Huangpu)

“Pazhou Island, formerly Whampoa Island, has a total area of 15 km2 (5.8 sq mi) It is the site of Whampoa
Pagoda. Its eastern bay was formerly the chief anchorage for ships participating in Guangzhou's foreign trade. Traders
from the "Southern Sea", including Indians, Arabians, and most Europeans, were required to keep their ships at Pazhou
while smaller craft ferried goods to and from the Thirteen Factories area of Guangzhou's western suburbs. Traders
rented storage for ships supplies and repair shops on Whampoa Island.

During his 1832 visit, Edmund Roberts noted that Pazhou was unsafe for foreigners, with locals beating anyone who
entered certain areas. Xiaoguwei was more accommodating.

During the First Opium War, the Battle of Whampoa was fought between British and Chinese forces on 2 March
1841. Even following the Opium Wars and into the 20th century, sailing vessels continued to stop at Pazhou though
steamers began to call at Guangzhou directly.”
(Wikipedia)
Another print is attributed to Lai Afong but the caption is consistent with the “Milton” lettering.
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Possibly Milton Miller. Hualin Buddhist Temple, Guangzhou (Canton), c. 1861

Hualin Temple, formerly also known as the Temple of the Five Hundred Gods or Genii, is a Buddhist temple in
Guangzhou.

The Xilai Monastery was established in Panyu (now Guangzhou) by Emperor Wu of the Liang in the 520s AD. It
is traditionally credited to the Buddhist missionary Bodhidharma.

The name was changed to the Hualin Temple by the Zen master Zongfu during his rehabilitation of its grounds in
1655. There used to be a Gilded Ashoka Pagoda and 500 arhats statues, some of them were destroyed afterwards.
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Possibly Milton Miller. Camões Garden and Grotto, Macau, c. 1863

Born in Portugal, Luís Vaz de Camões had his Portuguese name being transliterated into Ka Mo Ying, Mo Mei and
Ka Mo Ian by the Chinese. He had been to Goa of India and Malacca. He died in Lisbon of Portugal on 10 June,
1580. In 1849, a wealthy Portuguese merchant in Macao, Lourenço Marques, financed the construction of the Camões
Grotto at the Camões Garden. A bronze bust of the poet sculpted by M.M. Bordalo Pinheiro was added in 1866.
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